BTCBAM– FAQ

BTCBAM – Characteristics
1. Is this a centralized or decentralized coin?
BTCBAM is a decentralized coin.
2. Is BTCBAM Mining System only be mine BTCBAM coin?
BTCBAM Mining System gives a chance to mine totaly 7 coin in their system to its inverstors.
First coin called same as mining system "BTCBAM". Other coins/tokens will be produced into
the three years after first coin will be on the exchange markets.
3. Is there any exchange market that BTCBAM was already listing?
BTCBAM was listing in two markets. One of them its own market called Bitturex and since 21
Sep 2020 BTCBAM was listing one of the hight volume market in the world, Coinsbit.io
4. A lot of other coins are already claiming to be “better” than Bitcoin, so how is
BTCBAM any diffrent?
BTCBAM is a unique coin for investors who want to make medium and long term investments.
However, it can also be used for short-term trading opportunities. Both Bitcoin and BTCBAM
are impractical for small daily transactions. For this reason, it will be much more profitable to
buy and hold. We believe BTCBAM has the potential to become an alternative to gold in 10 to
20 years, just as people invest money in gold in hopes that its value will increase as a long-term
investment.
So is this mining going to run parallel to Bitcoin?
Mining will be conducted on ASIC miners, just as with Bitcoin. It’s actually the same source
code as that of Bitcoin, but the start of a new genesis coin.
Many other coins are mined with GPU’s. The disadvantage of GPU’s is that they
are much more expensive than ASIC per TH. 10,000 USD/T VS 50 USD/T. This limits the
growth of the economy of GPU’s. Investors prefer to get more T for their money, and this is
one of the reasons that the Bitcoin mining economy is 100 times bigger than the second
coin in the market, Etherium, running on GPU’s.
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5. Is this going to be an open source project that any developer can comment or work on?
BTCBAM is open source, just like Bitcoin. The coin will be launched in a fair manner with no
premining or ICO. The developers don’t hold the funds of the coin and don’t get a percentage
from emissions. BTCBAM is built upon a loyal community and open source code.
6. When a transaction is canceled will there be a transaction fee to send it back?There will
only be a small normal commission fee, similar to that of Bitcoin.
7. What is the max supply of BTCBAM coins?
The total number of coins will amount to 21,000,000 (exactly the same as Bitcoin).
8. What is the algorithm on BTCBAM coin?
SHA-256 (Secure Hash Algorithm) is one of the 6 sets of cryptographic hash algorithms under
SHA-2. It was developed by the US National Security Agency (NSA), an expert on cryptology.
SHA-256 is used in bitcoin mining proof-of-work calculations and bitcoin address creation. It is
one of the most secure encryption functions known.
9. What is the expected value of the coin when it will be launched on exchanges in
Coinsbit.io and Binance?
The exact value of the coin cannot be estimated before its launch on exchanges. This will depend
on the amount of network hashrate, supply and demand, and numerous other factors at that
time.
10. How many coins will be available for mining every day?
BTCBAM is expected to catch up to the current market supply of Bitcoin. However, it will
achieve it much faster than Bitcoin did. Have a look at the last page of that document for more
information. We prepared a detailed description about rewards.
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11.Why do you think the BTCBAM coin will grow in terms of adoption?
There are numerous reasons to expect huge adoption of BTCBAM
–BTCBAM Mining System community is currently estimated to have created a revenue of a few
billion dollars in the next 3 years with an expected community of millions members.
–The preference of crypto money more and more every day, paper money falling out of favor
during the pandemic process and the fact that the European central bank will issue its own
digital currency give hope for the future.
–Once growth of the value of BTCBAM is visible on exchanges, due to the adoption of the our
community, this can create a snowball effect among the entire crypto community enabling the
value to grow on a scale compared to Bitcoin in 2017. This is a
huge opportunity for BTCBAM Minings System to take part as initial adopters, as they will have
exclusive access to the coin before others want to get their hands on it.
–Many crypto mining companies are already using ASIC miners, enabling them to use
the same miners they were using for mining Bitcoin to mine BTCBAM. As they see growth and
development in the new project, there is huge potential for them to join at
a much faster rate due to not having to develop any new mining equipment.
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12. What is the expected ROI (Return on Investment) from BTCBAM mining?
The ROI cannot be calculated at this stage of development of the project. Once BTCBAM is
listed on exchanges, the ROI may be estimated.
What should be emphasized, however, is that BTCBAM Mining System gives a unique
opportunity of becoming an early adopter of BTCBAM, an exclusive option for the BTCBAM
Mining System community. This enables the community the possibility to take part in the
project at an early stage.
The potential growth rate, in terms of percentage, is much higher for BTCBAM than other
coins/tokens on the market due to the low price of the coin at the launch on exchanges.
13. How will BTCBAM be distributed in a more decentralized manner and enable an equal
and fair chance to the entire crypto community if BTCBAM Mining System will be the only
early adopters before the global adoption?
– First of all, there will be no pre-mining of BTCBAM. This means that the initial dis-tribution of
BTCBAM will be to all miners at the same time, enabling fair play.
– Second of all, BTCBAM will be distributed to the Minings System community at the early
stages of its adoption, which makes it possible to reach more than 100,000 ac-counts in its early
days.
– Also, once BTCBAM is listed on exchanges, the liquidity of the coin has the potential to
increase significantly, which will enable users to buy and sell it worldwide and distribute it
further.
– In addition, one needs to remember that the cryptocurrency market has evolved since its
beginning and the process of adoption of new coins is faster now than in the past. The simplicity
of setting-up new crypto wallets, registering on exchanges and increas-ing awareness of the
global community about cryptocurrencies has never been at such an advanced level as it is today.
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EXAMPLE:
The total number of blockchain wallet users 3 years after launching Bitcoin was only at 451 on
4th January 2012. Just to compare, Current growth rate is 30,000 wallets a day by December
2019. The global adoption starting from January 2012 increased rapidly across the following
years, according to the graph presented below.
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BTCBAM has the potential for a much faster adoption rate and is planned to be
quickly listed on exchanges, which will make it incomparably more distributed, decen-tralized
and more equal for the whole crypto mining community.
14. It has been stated that BTCBAM listed on exchanges in July of 2020. Does this mean
that only the coins which have been mined by BTCBAM Mining System will
be distributed on said exchanges? Is there a lock-up for any of the coins?
Once BTCBAM is listed on exchanges, anyone who has mined, bought or received the coins
will be able to make buy and sell orders on said exchanges. There is no premining or lock-up period.
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15. It has been seen that one can predict the price of a coin in relation to the hash rate. Does
this theory apply to BTCBAM?
There is no direct correlation between hash rate and price, but as seen in the chart below there is
generally a larger market cap in relation to larger hash rates. Prices of coins are set by the
market; buy and sell orders on exchanges. With POW there is a real economy produced within
and outside of the crypto-economic plan, which is generally proportional to a growing hash
rate. “The price of any commodity tends to gravitate toward the production cost.” – Satoshi
Nakamoto
Hash Rate

Marketcap

Bitcoin

95 EH/s

132 B $

Bitcoin Cash

2.5 EH/s

4B$

Bitcoin SV

1.2 EH/s

1.7 B $
Source: bitcointalk

16. It is important that BTCBAM is recognized by the entire crypto ecosys-tem and
community. Are there any prepared plans for advertising, marketing and technical merit of
the project?
It is up to the community to support, advertise, and market the project, similarly to Bitcoin. We
believe after the coin is listed on exchanges and the interest will be visible among the entire
crypto ecosystem, there is potential for autonomous marketing to scale even faster than that of
Bitcoin.
Mining System already begin campaignes in Turkey and all over the world.
You can find them from official accounts in our social medias.
17. Is it an objective of BTCBAM to compete against Bitcoin and the others?There is no
objective to compete against other coins, as there are generally different use cases for each of them.
However, mass adoption would be beneficial in terms of the project’s success, and it is up to the
community to support the project and make it one of the highest ranked coins in the market, just as
previously done with Bitcoin. BTCBAM is adding to the entire crypto-ecosystem than competing
against other projects.
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Commissions & Plan Options
1. Is there a membership fee or any hidden costs in buying BTCBAM Mining plans?No, there
is no additional membership fee or hidden costs in buying BTCBAM Mining plans.
2. Is the goal of equal distribution practical (because there will always be people who want more
than others, unless you give away an equal amount to people for free)? Isn’t it possible for some
to want more than others and buy as much as they want?
This is true, but what we can do is give a fair chance to everyone to mine it or buy it when value
is still in the early stages, while encouraging others to take notice and advantage of the benefits
of BTCBAM, similar to how many reaped the benefits of being early adopters of Bitcoin.
3. What are the plan options in terms of hashrate, duration, etc.?
The duration is the same for all packages in BTCBAM Minings System. But the hashrate show
some diffrences between package. The package options will remain the same to the end of the
time.
4. How will the airdrop for the BTCBAM Mining System look like?
There wont be any airdrops in BTCBAM Mining System for the first coin that er called
BTCBAM. But when Mining System begin to produce its second coin those who buy plans from
BTC coin will receive an airdrop. Each account will be awarded with %20 of second coin against
the total amount of package price per people.

5. Commissions?
If you purchase BTCBAM Mining System plans, you will receive a commission from your
downliners who also purchase BTCBAM Mining plans. This will increase the demand for the
community to purchase these plans.
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6.Commission Plan
In the BTC BAM Mining system, each member earns commission income through the new
member they add to the system. 10% of the cost of the mining package preferred by the new
member is instantly paid to the member who includes him in the system. According to the
binary model, commission payments are made for new member entries up to the 7th level.

Commissions are made only for €(euro). The member can only get a new mining package
with his commission income. If the commission amount is not enough to buy a new
package, you can buy a new package by paying the missing balance to the Mining System.

The tiers and commission rates are listed in the table below.
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7. How do I pay for the plan?
After being a member of BTCBAM Mining System, you can pay the package price with
approximately 120 digital currencies through the Coinpayments platform. You can reach the
guide describing these stages on our website.
8. When are commission payments taken into account?
As soon as the person who registers to the system with your link buys the mining package, it is
automatically reflected in your account.

9. Does mining of BTCBAM start 7 days after purchase? Why?
Yes, initially the mining of BTCBAM starts 7 days after purchasing the plan. 7 days are required
to buy new equipment and install it at the facility. We will notify the community in case of any
changes.
10.Will BTCBAM mining always start after 7 days of purchasing a plan or will this time be
shorter in the future?
During the pre-sale phase, mining started after package purchasing. As we install an increasing
amount of miners dedicated to mining BTCBAM, we increased the time be-tween purchase of
BTCBAM plans and the start of mining. If there are any changes we will notify the community.
The other coins which will begin after BTCBAM, they will also has presale and no waiting
period of begin mining.
11.Will BTCBAM Mining plans be purchased using BTCBAM coin?
BTCBAM mining plans can be bought using Coinpayment at the time. Ultimately, in the longterm perspective, the payments for BTCBAM mining plans will be accepted only in BTCBAM.
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12. Is it possible to receive commissions from BTCBAM plans without buying a plan?
Without buying a BTCBAM mining plan you can't receive any commissions the system. There
ise only way to earn commission is first you have at least one mining plan and send your link to
anyone who wil also buy a plan.
13. Will BTCBAM mining plans have the possibility of repurchases?
Yes, there will be an option to repurchase BTCBAM plans. You can repurchase whenever you
want from mining system.
14. After the purchase of a BTCBAM mining plan, will commission be distributed
immediately?
The commissions are paid out immediately, as a €(euro).
15. Is it more beneficial to buy a BTCBAM mining plan as soon as possible?
The earlier you buy a plan, the quicker you will be able to build your binary tree and earn
commission and mine BTCBAM. Then once rising starts you will begin to earn much more then
whose are waiting to buy.
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Dear community,
We would like to present the change schedule for BTCBAM rewards . It is important for us to ensure the awareness
of this groundbreaking project, and why is it vital and beneﬁcial to be an early adopter of this. Please see the chart
below for a detailed explanation of when BTCBAM award changes are expected to change.

Schedule of BBTCBAM Reward Changes
Algorithm SHA-256
Block type Proof-of-Work
Coin name BitcoinBam
Coin abbreviation BTCBAM
Address letter B
Address letter testnet K
Coin unit Bamoshi
Block reward 26 coins
Block halving 210000 blocks
Coin supply 21000000 coins
Coinbase maturity 2 ( + 1 default confirmation) blocks
Target spacing 5 minutes
Target timespan 10 minutes
Transaction confirmations 1 blocks
Last block with reward 6720000
Time until last block 63 years, 10 months, 18 days, 8 hours

We hope that this is a clear explanation. If you have any further questions please feel free to contact us via contact
form in Customer Panel
All the best,
BTCBAM Mining System

